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Speed kills. Being the best defensive fighter in the business isn’t so bad either. Floyd
Mayweather Jr. showed again why he the best boxer in the world. “Money” dominated a guy in
Shane Mosley that many thought was going to give some problems. He did that for one round
and Floyd took over the fight.

Shane Mosley did do something we have never seen before. He landed some hard shots in
round two and had Mayweather hurt. Floyd appeared rocked on two occasions but never went
down. Mosley put everything he had into finishing the fight and couldn’t do it.

From round three on, it was all Floyd Mayweather. Mosley looked out of gas in the middle of
round three and looked exhausted as he sat on the stool in between every round. Shane had no
answer for anything that Mayweather had to offer.

Floyd Mayweather Jr. is one of the smartest fighters ever to step into a ring. The way he blocks
punches is simply amazing. He won ten straight rounds after being stunned in round two.
Rolling his shoulders beautifully and picking apart Mosley with his hand speed was the theme in
every round.

Shane Mosley took a lot of shots and just simply couldn’t land any after the second round. The
gas tank was empty and the punches he did land had nothing on them. He looked every bit the
age of 38 years old.
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Mayweather looked great all the way until the end of the twelfth and probably could have gone
another ten rounds if needed. His conditioning and will to win is what sets him apart from every
other fighter in the game.

The fight with Manny Pacquiao has to happen. Two fighters that are head and shoulders above
everyone else in boxing, the fans deserve to see it. If it can’t get done, it truly is a slap in the
face to all boxing fans. Both guys claim to be the best, it’s time to get in the ring with each other
and prove it.

Another dominating performance by Floyd Mayweather Jr. against a very tough guy in Shane
Mosley. All the Floyd haters will find something wrong with his performance as they always
seem to do. There have always been questions about Floyd’s chin and if he can take big shots.
Well, he sure answered that. Floyd was rocked and came back and destroyed a game
opponent.
There is only one fight that should be made, Floyd Mayweather Jr. versus Manny Pacquiao.
Both guys need to agree to the megafight and all the other bs that goes along with. Boxing fans
deserve it.
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